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Europe’s ICT sector has grown significantly over the past 5 years
where other global tech sectors have stagnated
Investment Growth

124%

Between 2015 – 2019

Value Added
USD

540.2bn

€338 billion

Europe’s ICT Imports in 2019 - up €20 billion from 2018

Capital Investment in Europe’s Tech Sector 2015-2019
`

Total in 2017 (manufacturing & services)

Employment

6.1m developers
Up from 5.7m in 2018

$1 billion companies

174

75 non-VC backed in 2019

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Eurostat, 2019 – World Bank, 2019
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The number of rapidly growing tech companies in Europe soared as
venture capital investment increased in key markets between 2018-19

Change in Venture Capital (VC) Investment
(in 2018 – 2019 in%)

United Kingdom
Germany

+44%
0%

France

`
Israel

+41%

+37%

+22%

United States

China

-20%

-65%

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Technation, 2019
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In Europe, the UK excels and ranks first by number of unicorns with
Germany & the Netherlands among the top 5

Cumulative Number of Unicorns Created
by year

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Technation, 2019
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Electronics
exports from Atlantic Canada have continued to grow
steadily post-CETA, but noticed a drop in 2019 with the UK &
Netherlands being the largest export markets
Atlantic Canada Key European Market ICT
Goods Exports Jan ‘16 – Dec ’19 (in C$ ‘000)
40,000
35,000
30,000

in C$ ‘000

`
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Belgium
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France

2017
Germany

2018
Italy

2019

Netherlands

UK
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CETA is creating significant impacts for Canada in the trade of goods
and services
In 2018, one year after coming into force, the value of goods
and services exported from the EU to Canada totalled $89.2
billion. This represented an increase of nearly 11%, from the preCETA period. Within the first year of existence, the EU was
already effectively leveraging CETA.
Time for Canada to Leverage CETA too - in Canada, the impact
of CETA on exports was notably damper. During the same
period, the value of goods and services exported from Canada
to the EU reached $66 billion. This represents less than a 4%
increase over the equivalent pre-CETA period.

`

Trade Balance Situation - the EU is Canada’s second largest
destination for exports after the US. While both, exports to and
imports from the EU have seen strong growth over the last 15
years, Canada tends to import from the EU more than export to
it, this is the case both pre and post-CETA.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: CETA FDI report, 2019
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With an aligned vision, strengthening the digital economy and
encouraging innovation is a priority for both Canada and the EU

Horizon 2020 - is the biggest EU research and innovation funding
program ever undertaken. This initiative shows the EU’s proclivity
for tech and offers a total of €77 billion in R&D funding to EU
digital businesses for the 2014-2020 period.
Focusing on Three Key Pillars - the vast majority (93%) of this
funding has been allocated towards three priorities: Excellent
science, Industrial leadership initiatives and Societal challenges
initiatives.

`

And More Initiatives Along The Way - in addition to Horizon 2020,
the recently-announced European Commission initiative “A
Europe Fit for the Digital Age” is expected to influence key
activities over the next five years (2019-2024).

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: CETA FDI report, 2019
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Increasing trade links are driven by Europe’s positive perception of
Canada as a key trade partner
Cultural Similarity – this is one of the key benefits of Canada,
and a significant motivator for investment into the EU.
However, despite these areas of alignment, Canada and the EU
have yet to really ‘find’ each other as business partners, a
challenge that is evident in tech.
Despite this, we have identified the gaps that will allow
Canada’s – EU trade in tech to flourish and follow up with other
sectors like the F&B:
1.

Communicate Canada’s accomplishments in the digital
sector

2.

Raise awareness of superclusters and pro-tech initiatives

3.

Provide precise and understandable information to potential
EU business partners on differing regulatory systems in the
provinces and how they can be effectively navigated

4.

Enhance connections with Canadian companies already in
Europe

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: CETA FDI report, 2019
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Enhancing connections is important as there are a some successful
stories of Canadian tech companies thriving in Europe

Dejero
▪

Dejero builds cloud-based platforms that transmit live videos for
media companies. They offer rentals to support video transport &
connectivity needs for news, sports, & other live events.
▪ 2021 Euro Cup
▪ 2021 Copa America
▪ 2020 Presidential Elections
▪ 2020 Summer Games in Japan

`

Pythian
▪
▪

Pythian’s revenue from its European region has grown by more than
150% year over year, driven by strong market demand for data
enablement and IT infrastructure services.
For over a decade, Pythian has been delivering consulting,
implementation and managed services solutions to help European
businesses realize value from their data assets, accelerate software
delivery and benefit from more reliable and scalable IT systems.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Canadian Business, 2019
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Specific markets have a larger digital demand in the EU than others
and are leading on the trade front
Top Importers - Germany, France, the Netherlands, and
Belgium were the EU’s top importers of ICT goods and
services in 2018.

From Canada - all of these key markets showed an
increase in digital imports from 2017 to 2018 both as a
whole and from Canada.

EU’s Largest Member States - in 2018 the EU’s five

`

largest member states accounted for nearly 70% of the
value of the bloc’s tech sector, with other leading regions
like Scandinavia also playing a role.

EU’s Largest Demand Markets - Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Sweden, Finland, and
Spain show the strongest digital market demand.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: CETA FDI report, 2019
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ICT is a competitive landscape throughout Europe with local leading
market players who also operate across the region

`

ICT

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista 2018
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Digital consultants lead the tech space with other brick and mortar
brands in the top 10 list

Top 10 Revenue in 2018
in billion USD

39

billion
USD$

27

`

14

Accenture
(Ireland)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Global Database, 2018

SAP
(Germany)

Capgemini
(France)

14

Atos
(France)

8

T-Systems
(Germany)

6
Computace
nter (UK)

6
Amadeus IT
Group
(Spain)

5

5

5

Micro Focus
(UK)

Spotify
Technology
(Luxembour
g)

Sopra Steria
(France)
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The internet of senses 2030 provides an interesting glimpse on how
European consumers feel and believe ICT will develop in the future
The Brain is The
User Interface

“Sounds Like Me”

“Any Flavor You
Want”

Digital Aroma

Total Touch

59% of Europe consumers
believe that they will be
able to see map routes on
VR glasses by simply
thinking of a destination

Using a microphone, 67%
believe they will be able to
take on anyone’s voice
realistically enough to fool
even family members

45% predict a device for
the mouth that digitally
enhances anything
consumers eat, so that any
food can taste like their
favorite treat

Around 6 in 10 expect to
be able to digitally visit
forests or the countryside,
including experiencing all
the natural smells of those
places

More than 6 in 10 expect
smartphones with screens
that convey the shape and
texture of the digital icons
and buttons they’re
pressing

`
Merged Reality

Verified as Real

Post-privacy
Consumers

Connected
Sustainability

Sensational
Services

VR games worlds are
predicted by 7 in 10 to be
indistinguishable from
physical reality by 2030

“Fake news” could be
finished – half of Europeans
say news reporting services
that feature extensive fact
checks will be popular by
2030

Half of Europeans are
“post-privacy consumers” –
they expect privacy issues
to be fully resolved so they
can safely reap the
benefits of a
data-driven world

Internet of senses-based
services will make society
more environmentally
sustainable, according to 6
in 10

45% of consumers
anticipate digital malls
allowing them to use all five
senses when shopping

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Ericsson, 2019
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Consumers desire stronger networks and a solid foundation that will
allow a seamless usage of ICT goods and services in the future
They Seek an Effortless
Experience in Buying Data Plans

They Desire a Sense of Unlimited

They Want Gigabytes to be
Treated as Currency

6 in 10 consumers find mobile data plans too
complicated and only one-third are satisfied
with operators’ ability to help when buying
online. They desire a streamlined purchase
process and greater transparency over usage

Rather than unlimited data plans, 8 in 10
consumers would prefer a plan with features
offering a sense of unlimited, so they feel they
have enough data to cater to their growing
digital needs

A smartphone consumer is left with 31 GB of
unused mobile data over a year, which is
enough to stream 6 seasons of Game of
Thrones. Consumers wish to use this unused data
as actual money by saving, trading or gifting it
to someone

`
They Need More Than Just Data
Buckets

They Want to See Wider
Changes to Accompany 5G

They Want Networks to be Real
for Them

Consumers want operators to move beyond
data buckets to plans catering for their diverse
needs. Video-centric users want video content
bundled with data plans, while browser-centric
users want no overage fees and monthly
flexibility to change data allowances

Consumers predict most 5G services will go
mainstream within three to four years of launch.
Despite widespread 5G being a few years
away, one-third already expect better battery
life, higher-quality video streaming, guaranteed
network quality, and the ability to connect not
just devices but also things

Consumers need operators to avoid empty
advertising slogans and focus on real network
experience instead. Many will pay on average
17% more if they perceive their mobile
operator’s network performance to be the best
in the market

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Ericsson, 2019
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Consumers are driving innovation from major tech companies and
European consumers are globally viewed as early adopters of tech

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

6 in 10 virtual assistant users
think devices that
understand our moods will
be mainstream by 2023

Virtual assistant users (31%)
also believe that different
small speakers in their
homes will argue like
families do

47% of consumers think
apps collect data about
them even when the apps
are not being used.
Consumers want to trust
`
the privacy of ICT

Always having to accept
data collection cookies
annoys almost half of
consumers

Similarly, half of AR/VR users
want apps, glasses and
globes that give virtual
guidance for practical
everyday tasks

06.

07.

08.

09.

10.

Half of virtual assistant users
want automated bills and
subscriptions, as well as selfrestoking household
supplies

1 in 3 consumers soon
expect to go to “mind
games” to practice
thinking, as everyday
decision-making gets
increasingly automated

39% of consumers want an
eco-smartwatch that
measures their carbon
footprint

48% of AR/VR users want
online avatars that mimic
them exactly, so they can
be in two places at once

1 in 5 smartphone users
believe 5G will better
connect to IoT devices,
such as household
appliances and utility
meters

Awareables

Zero-touch
Consumption

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Ericsson, 2019

Smart
Quarrels

Mental
Obesity

Trustworthy

Eco Me

Enforced
Agreement

My Digital
Twin

Internet of
Skills

5G Automates
Society
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COVID-19 is set to have an impact on ICT revenue in Europe, however,
a probable scenario still predicts growth in 2020
COVID – 19 Impact on European ICT Spending
Probable & Pessimistic Scenarios (2006 – 2021)

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: IDC, 2020
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The pandemic is creating new opportunities for cloud service vendors
who have seen an increase in demand across the region
Social Distancing – as more people are following and practising
social distancing, several companies are asking their employees
to work from home. As majority of the data transfer, process,
and exchange take place over the internet, there is a sudden
rise in the use of cloud platforms across the world.

Microsoft – in March 2020, Microsoft announced that the
coronavirus outbreak has led to a surge in the adoption of cloud
services. The company announced that the team’s
communication platform ‘Microsoft teams’ reached 44 million
users.

`

Others - besides this, other companies that operate cloudbased platforms including Skype and Zoom also announced
that there has been a massive rise in the demand for online
services since the emergence of the coronavirus outbreak.
Altogether, the Covid-19 pandemic has created a huge
platform for the cloud-based service vendors in the information
and communication technology sector.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Globe newswire, 2020
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As ICT is a connected space, increasing usage and uptake is
highlighting the need for faster and safer internet connections

Stronger Network Equipment – increase in the use of cloud
services as more technology companies encourage employees
to telecommute will have potential benefits for companies that
have technologies already in that space.
Desire for 5G – need for ever-faster access to data and
automation will enhance the focus on network equipment and
communications as never before, speeding up 5G network
deployment and its adoption.

`

Secure Networks – security software will see third-order benefits
from a growing remote workforce. IT spending on security
software will increase as organisations race to secure endpoints,
particularly cloud-based tools, log management and VPNs.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: IDC, 2020
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Globally and across Europe, major ICT players have responded and
pivoted towards new and different ways of doing business

Europe:

Germany:

openSAP learning is
open for all (topics
on AI, IoT, VR/AR
and more)

T-Mobile launched its
ING increases limit on
` contactless payments
lowest price 5G
smartphone plan
to help distancing

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Forbes, 2020 – ING, 2020 – Fiber Systems, 2020

Netherlands:

UK:
BT Group committed to
unlimited home
broadband for all

22

The pandemic is the unexpected catalyst for tech adoption as COVID19 sees a range of changing consumer behaviour
More Online
Shopping

Digital &
Contactless Payments

Distance Learning

Tele-Health

The Future

Consumers are also
hesitant to go for an inhouse doctor consultation.
Emerging technology
around digital health was
already providing patients
with a direct to doctor
service through software
platforms, the pandemic
has not only accelerated
this trends but made it
more important than ever.

Consumers expectations
are growing for the ICT
sector in Europe as more
technology enters their
lives. They are now
immersed with tech and
have a grown desire for
consistency, speed and
high quality. As such, this is
a catalyst for the growth of
more reliable networks
and tools for them, one of
which is the 5G
technology

`
Across Europe, online
shopping adoption has
gained traction thanks to
improvements in infrastructure
(speed and cost),
participation, transparency
and trust. The online shopping
space is opening up new
opportunities for companies
as consumers are getting
more familiar with exploring
and purchasing online.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Nielsen, 2020

In Europe, there has
historically been
dependence on cash
payments for instore
purchases. During the
pandemic, consumers are
now more familiar and
comfortable with paying
digitally for goods or
services they use. Even prepandemic, contactless
card payments were on the
rise with less desire for cash
payments.

School closures and health
concerns have led to
children across Europe
relying on online teaching
and remote lessons from
home through education
tech platforms. Parents are
now more familiar with
remote learning and how
to navigate the online
space for the benefit of all.
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E-Health
09:41

E-Health, defined as the
integration of Information and
Communications Technology
into healthcare.

www.ocoglobal.com
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Europe is the 2nd largest market for E-Health and is expected to reach
7.1 billion USD by 2024

Key Market Drivers

Germany

Horizon 2020
COVID-19 pandemic
The digitalisation of the healthcare system (Electronic Health
Records)
An ever increasing number of mobile and Internet users
The infrastructural support with better Internet connections and
`
electronic systems
Decreasing costs of technological sensors and other devices due to
the advancement in ICT

Key Market Trends
Electronic /
Patient Health
Records

Telemedicine
/ Tele-Health

Health Info
Exchange
with
External
Providers

$3.4
Billion USD

Europe’s
Market Value
2019
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020 – Marketdata forecast, 2019

15.9%
CAGR

Compound
Annual
Growth Rate

•
•

E-Health law first introduced in 2015
Germany announced plans to become a global
power in digital health with Digital Care Act in 2018.

Belgium
•
•
•

Youngest activity sector, but ranked 3rd in value
added
The E-Health Brussels platform
Internationalisation is desired

Netherlands
•
•
•

Leader in EU’s E-Health with clear policies and good
regulatory framework.
Dutch healthcare start-ups are flourishing
Best at patients rights and information

26

As the industry matures, an increasing number of new technologies are
becoming available in the E-Health space

Wearables User Centric

EHR

Cost

The appropriate collection,
management, analysis and
dissemination of Electronic
Health Records is a
commonly contested topic
within the E-Health industry.
Ensuring patients medical
records remain accessible
yet secure is key.

Whilst medical professionals and
patients are both aware of the
potential benefits brought about
by integrating technology and
Healthcare, the single biggest
constraint for the industry in the
years to come is the initial cost of
digitization and implementation of
E-Health solutions.

`
IoT integrated wearable
devices, which can track
biometrics are a common
feature in the European
market, as consumers are
becoming increasingly
health conscious, and use
such technologies to
augment their lifestyle.

One of the main purposes
of E-Health is to improve
patient care, hence its
primary applications are
often patient centric, and
aim to improve aspects
such as convenience,
experience and
outcomes.

27
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E-Health Market By Country
Germany

652.1

France

470.6

UK

430.1

Italy

328.4

Spain

222

Netherlands

132.9

Switzerland

101.7

Sweden

82.2

Belgium

• Pay-to-use applications and in app
purchases

71.7

Austria

64.5

Norway

57.9

Denmark

57.7

Finland

41.2

Portugal

39.9

Ireland

This data is based on revenue generated by
E-Health market segments, including:

• Connected Medical and Fitness devices
for personal use
• Telemedical Services relevant to remote
patient Monitoring

25.5
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E-Health
Policies
At a Glance

?

The World Health Organisations EHealth Survey in Europe found that:

70%

Of European Countries
now have a national EHealth Policy or Strategy

Frameworks to protect
personal data in an
electronic format is in
place in 80% of member
states, an increase of:
Policies to address TeleHealth was already
implemented in 62% of
Member States, an
increase of 30%.

1/2

30%

Publicly Funded Mobile Health
programmes are now present in
almost half of all member states.

Canada and Europe
Strategic Partners in Healthcare
The European Union and Canada’s collaboration on E-Health dates
back to 1994, with the initial frameworks aimed at improving patient
healthcare. Their partnership has had a significant role in shaping the
industry as we see it today.
Over the years, this relationship has not only strengthened, but has
also expanded through the formation of the European Collected
Health Alliance, A global cooperative that now comprises 78
countries, each of which share a common goal.
The purpose of this organization is to encourage cooperation
between members, through aspects such as innovation and the
dissemination of knowledge to improve patient outcomes.
Member countries, including Canada, in conjunction with key
industry players, work closely with the European commission as well
as national and regional governments to influence digital
healthcare polices and strategies.
The alliance provides a platform for an array of stakeholders from all
countries to influence the industry for the better, including education
and research institutions, policy makers, private sector companies,
health and social care providers, professional service providers and
charitable organizations.

29
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Cyber Security

Cyber Security, defined as the
protection of computer systems
and networks, including
hardware, software and data
from unauthorised access, theft
and damage .
www.ocoglobal.com
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The pandemic shows an increased demand for cybersecurity support
as the value of the market in Europe is expected to exceed $300 billion
USD by 2024

Key Market Drivers

Germany

Digital Single Market Strategy (2015)
Cybersecurity Act (2019)
Cybersecurity Month
667% increase in spear-fishing emails related to COVID-19
since Feb
`
Trust and security lay at the heart of online transactions
The move towards a ‘gigabit society’

Key Market Trends
Enterprise
Cybersecurity

Cryptomining
/ Jacking

Cyber
hygiene /
e-Learning

$146
Billion USD

Europe’s
Market Value
2019
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020 – Marketdata forecast, 2019

12.3%
CAGR

Compound
Annual
Growth Rate

•
•
•
•

The 5th biggest market globally
The biggest in Europe
CAGR at 13.5%
Spending exceeded GDP growth

Belgium
•
•
•

Valued at 350 million euros
CAGR at 11.2%
Focused development of advanced cybersecurity
solutions such as: vulnerability management and
incident monitoring

Netherlands
•
•
•
•

Valued at 3, 800 million euros
CAGR at 14.5%
The Dutch government puts Cybersecurity high on
the national agenda via both legislation and
capacity building, releasing a new strategy in 2018
31

The Cyber Security market in Europe is growing rapidly, as hackers
become bolder and more innovative

SMEs

are criminals
primary
targets

61%

E-mail

of companies
reported Cyber
attacks

A.I

the most
common form of
attack

Redefining the
Cyber Security
Industry

Email and phishing
messages are the primary
form of attack due to its
simplistic nature. When
coupled with human error, it
has a alarming success rate,
and has caused a
significant growth in cybersecurity training.

Artificial intelligence and machine
learning looks set to redefine the
cyber security industry, with
emerging applications such as
network security monitoring, user
authentication, and cyber threat
detection as well as vulnerability
assessment and management.

`

SMEs are up to two times
as likely to be targeted by
cyber attacks compared
to larger organisations, this
is mainly due to their lack
of resources and
investments into
adequate security.

www.ocoglobal.com

Over 60% of European
firms reported cyber
attacks in 2018, up from
45% from the previous
year, with The average
cost per attack increasing
by almost 600% to
$200,000.

32

Target Demographic

#1
Germany

Cyber Security Sales
valued at €34,261M,
an 18.3% increase over
the previous year.

TOP 5 Cyber Security Markets
in Europe by Sales Value

#2

#3

#4

#5

The UK

France

Italy

Spain

Cyber Security Sales
valued at €31,950M,
an 19.7% increase over
the previous year.

Cyber Security Sales
valued at €23,302M,
an 17.2% increase over
the previous year.

Cyber Security Sales
valued at €19,910M,
an 15.1% increase over
the previous year.

Cyber Security Sales
valued at €11,934M,
an 16.5% increase over
the previous year.

Top 5 Cyber Security Products and Services

#1 Security

#2 Situational

#3 Application

#4 System

#5 Business

Valued at €33,040M, a
19% increase on the
www.ocoglobal.com
previous
year.

Valued at €32,717M, a
17% increase on the
previous year.

Valued at €27,296M, a
17% increase on the
previous year.

Valued at €20,971M,
an 18% increase on
the previous year.

Valued at €12,813M,
a 14% increase on
the previous year.

Infrastructure

Awareness

Security

Recovery

Continuity

Canada and Europe have a history of collaborating to mitigate the
effects of cyber crime
Given the rapid proliferation of cyber-attack cases reported
globally, the European Union has established a number of initiatives
with key partners in an effort to combat such crimes.
The Joint Cybercrime Action Taskforce, known as J-CAT, was
established by The EU, and consists of several other countries,
including Australia, Canada and the US. The organization serves as a
way of improving collaboration in an effort to respond to both
national and international cybercrimes.
Since its inception in 2014, the joint taskforce has overseen 70
successful operations, including the crackdown on the illegal DDoS
procurement marketplace and the removal of the Imminent Monitor
Remote Access Trojan (IM-RAT), both of which were used by over
150,000 criminals to commit various offences.

In addition, the organization also promotes cooperation at their
members regional and local level, and encourages collaboration
between law enforcement and industry to devise solutions for
combatting cyber crime.
Other notable initiatives include the Critical Information Infrastructure
Protection, or CIIP, which involves the EU, US and Canada, and aims
to assess their response to Cyber-espionage and cyber attacks in
and effort to improve their effectiveness.

34
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Opportunities for Cyber Security
Product and Solutions Suppliers
Security
Applications

Security Applications is
one of the fastest growing
segments of the market,
and includes aspects such
as the development of
code and patches.
Furthermore, A.I. and
machine learning looks set
to become a significant
element of the industry in
the years to come,
through automated threat,
assessment, detection and
mitigation.

www.ocoglobal.com

Securing
Infrastructure

Ensuring Critical
infrastructure is secure is
one of the largest
segments of the European
Market. Its key elements
include protecting
network boundaries
through Intrusion
monitoring and detection
platforms, in addition to
controlling and regulating
access to restricted
resources, particularly
data stored on the cloud.

Opportunities for Cyber Security
Professional Service Providers
Staff
Training

Human Error is one of the
most common causes of
security breaches, and is
specifically targeted by
criminals through various
phishing methods.
Corporations are now taking
preventative steps, through
staff training, in an effort to
minimise the likelihood of a
security breach, and to
respond appropriately
should an attack occur to
mitigate its impact.

Incident
Response

Undoubtedly a key segment
of the European Market
involves Responding to
Cyber attacks that have
already occurred. This
typically comes in the form
of system recovery and IT
related forensics analysis, in
addition to providing other
related business continuity
services. The key focus is to
minimise the disruption to the
organisation, and attempt to
reassure clients.

FinTech

Below is a list of topics covered within this section:

01

02

03

Digital
Payments

Personal
Financing

Alternative
Financing

`

FinTech is defined as the
different goods and services
provided by several institutions
that could be non-financial. It is
the technology and innovation
that aims to compete with
traditional financial methods by
delivering new innovative
methods of financial services
www.ocoglobal.com

04
Alternative
Lending
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Despite ongoing geopolitical uncertainty in a number of regions, the outlook
for FinTech investment in 2020 remains strong in Europe

Key Market Drivers

Germany

Alliances between crowdlending FinTech & large banks
New European regulation for the crowdlending sector
Public institutions will continue to be strategic allies to
consolidate alternative finance
Strategic agreements with large business groups
`
Increased consumer & SME awareness
FinTech fuelling an ecosystem future in Europe

Contactless
Payments

•

Digital
Banking
Licenses

$88

Billion USD

Europe’s
Market Value
2019
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: October EU, 2019 – EY, 2019 – KPMG, 2019

23.8%
CAGR

Compound
Annual
Growth Rate

FinTech adoption by consumers is at 64%
Digital banks are looking to expand outward, N26 is a
strong example
The biggest VC deal in 2019, 6 billion USD acquisition
of Concardis

Belgium
•
•
•

Key Market Trends

Cybersecurity
& Digital
Identity
Management

•
•

FinTech adoption by consumers is at 43%
Market’s largest segment is digital payments valued
at 14,000 million USD
Strong push from the government to encourage SME
/start-up activity within this sector

United Kingdom
•
•

•

FinTech adoption by consumers is at 42%
London is a global hub for FinTech with over 1600
companies, expected to double by 2030
UK FinTech sector generated £6.6 billion revenue in
2019
37

We’re now in the fourth wave of FinTech innovation, with Europe being
a test bed for global FinTech players

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020
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European FinTech companies have created over two times more value
than any tech sector in Europe
Europe Tech Sectors Value Added
(in billion Euros 2019)

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020
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FinTech is Europe’s largest venture capital investment category,
receiving 20% of all venture capital in Europe
Share of VC investment in Europe per sector
(2017-2019 YTD)

Share of FinTech in total VC investment per
region (2017-2019 YTD)

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020
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These investments are driven by a multitude of acquisitions that bring
diversity to the sector and as such driving interest across Europe
Multiple Acquisitions Across The Region – the top FinTech deals
in Europe in 2019 were diverse both geographically and
technically. After Worldpay (UK), the next three largest deals
included the acquisition of digital asset trading company
AliExchange in Estonia for $2.1 billion, the buyout of alternative
investment software company eFront in France for $1.3 billion,
and the buyout of platform company SIA (Italy) for $894 million.
Europe Gains Attention From Global Investors – one example is
Australia’s Commonwealth Bank participated in Sweden-based
Klarna’s $460 million funding round in Q3’19.

`

Attracting Larger Ticket Sizes - median VC deal sizes in Europe
grew significantly across all deal stages in 2019. FinTech
companies that began with a focus on a niche product offering
continued to broaden their range of services over 2019, with
some moving from unregulated offerings to becoming more like
traditional financial institutions. The increasing capital
requirements associated with this shift, combined with the
capital needed to fuel growth both product-wise and
geographically, will likely continue to push deal sizes higher over
the next year.
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: KPMG, 2020
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Germany is a market leader in FinTech with a particular interest in
insurance and regulatory technology
Solid activity in Germany particularly in Q3’19 – FinTech
investment in Germany was strong in 2019, led by N26’s $470
million raise. M&A activity was also robust, with a number of
maturing FinTechs starting to acquire smaller start-ups in order to
expand their breadth of offerings. For example, company
builder finleap acquired SME banking Penta in April, online
lender Creditshelf acquired Valendo in September, while
savings marketplace Raisin acquired pension products
company Fairr.de in August.

`

Regtech & Insurtech in Germany – Interest in regtech continued
to grow in Germany during 2019, particularly related to risk
management. Insurtech also gained traction as the insurtech
ecosystem continued to expand and grow. Insurtech hubs and
innovation labs Insurtech Hub Munich and InsurLab Germany
continued to be instrumental in diving this growth.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: KPMG, 2020
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The Netherlands is benefiting from several partnerships between
FinTech and traditional players
Joint Forces for The Benefit of The Netherlands – the Dutch
financial sector has always had a good record of collaboration,
and many incumbent banks even collaborate on topics of
mutual interest. For instance, the three major banks have joined
forces to start a joint KYC facility to maximize compliance
efficiency, and have come together to issue joint guidelines on
the financing of a completely circular economy, in line with the
Dutch Government’s vision of having a fully circular economy
by the year 2050.

`

Financial Inclusion & Health is One Area They’re Focused on –
along a similar vein, Dutch incumbents also work with FinTech
providers on goals around financial health / inclusion. For
example, ABN AMRO bank relied on FinTech player Tink to
provide all the white label solutions required for its Grip app,
which allows users to track and visualize their spending
according to expense categories.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Holland FinTech, 2020
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Belgium is the fifth highest producer of FinTech deals across Europe
despite falling short of being in the top ten economies in Europe

A Strategic Location – it certainly helps that Brussels is in the very
heart of one of the most densely populated places in Europe,
with three quarters of the consumer power within a few hundred
miles. Tech giants, therefore, do not have to span the globe to
find potential customers.
Big Market Players – the big players based in Belgium are
Cashforce and Clear2pay, both of which boast some of the
most influential global banks as clients. Some of the largest
banks and financial institutions in the world are a short train ride.

`

Straightaway Incentives – Belgium has minimal red tape for
technology companies compared with other European
countries. In the last five years, the country created policies that
helped reduce tech companies’ taxes by more than 25% and
more than 100 deals have been made in generating capital for
FinTech start-ups.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Holland FinTech, 2020
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Digital payments lead the way in terms of growth in Europe, with
transaction values forecasted to more than double in the next 5 years
FinTech Europe Transaction Value
(in million USD 2017 – 2024)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020

VALUE

`
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Despite the COVID impact, the market is still growing with tech
companies digging deeper into the financial services value chain and
are creating new market structures
FinTech Europe Transaction Value Growth
(in % 2017 – 2024)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020

GROWTH

`
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Increased awareness and accessibility of the industry have led to a
growing number of users
FinTech Europe Users
(in millions 2017 – 2024)

FinTech Europe Average Transaction Value per
User (in % 2017 – 2024)

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020
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These developments are yet to grow rapidly with multiple lookouts for
the future of the European FinTech market…
Bigger, Bolder
Deals

Product Expansion

Deals in Diverse
Locations

Rise of Big Tech

Digital Banking
Licenses

Deal sizes will continue to
grow as investors focus on
late-stage FinTechs. Frothy
deals will be increasingly
replaced by highconviction deals focused
on companies with proven
business models and paths
to profitability.

Maturing FinTechs and
challenger banks will
continue to expand the
breadth of their service
offerings beyond their initial
niche focus areas into
adjacencies, e.g. energy,
telco, etc.

FinTech deals will
increasingly be seen in
jurisdictions outside of
traditional FinTech markets,
such as in Southeast Asia,
Latin America and Africa.

Alibaba, Alphabet, Apple
and Tencent will increase
their focus on the FinTech
space, to grow their reach
into developing markets –
whether directly or by
forging FinTech investments
or through strategic
alliances.

Following the lead of Hong
Kong, Australia and
Singapore, more countries
will develop digital banking
regimes to stimulate
competition and deliver
services to underserved/un-served segments
of the population.

The Hunted Start
Hunting

Partnerships

Open Banking to
Open Finance

Re-bundling of
Financial Services

Mature FinTechs will
increasingly make their
own investments in other
emerging FinTech start-ups
as they seek to augment
their capabilities, get
access to talent more
quickly and grow in new
markets.

This will accelerate
cooperation between big
tech players & FinTechs,
traditional firms & FinTechs,
& FinTechs with each other.
It will be highly customerfocused & geared toward
creating more value.

The focus on open data
opportunities will move
beyond banking and into
other aspects of the
financial services industry,
as well as solving common
pain points in other sectors.

The unbundling of financial
products will begin to
reverse course as
consumers increasingly
seek a solution to complex
and fragmented digital
lives, preferring a trusted
platform to orchestrate
their financial affairs.

Cybersecurity &
Digital Identity
Management

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Investment Bank, 2019

`

Cybersecurity-focused
FinTech firms will become
more attractive as
traditional financial
institutions shift from
building to buying cyber.
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All of these new developments are driven by consumers, who are more
immersed with FinTech than ever
Meeting
Consumer Needs

Convenience &
Usability are The
New Normal

E-Commerce has
a Direct Effect on
FinTech

`
With the technological
advancements across the globe
and Europe in particular,
consumer expectations are on
the rise. FinTech providers in the
region are following a ‘consumer
centric’ approach built around
understanding user needs and
then building a continuously
improving user experience. For
European FinTech users, this is the
main driver that makes them
more frequent users and reliant
on FinTech

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Statista, 2020

Consumers have immersed
themselves with digital goods and
services provided by Big Tech
firms like Apple, Google, Amazon
and Facebook. As such, as they
become accustomed to the
digital experience provided by
these giants, they expect the
same level of customer
experience from their financial
services providers. As a result, the
pursuit of customer centricity has
become a main priority.

The new normal of consumer
shopping is shaping the way
people pay online and their
increasing reliance on FinTech
payment methods. Online
banking and alternative payment
methods are leading the way in
this space.
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Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Below is a list of topics covered within this section:

01

02

03

Hardware
AI

Software
AI

AI
Services

`

AI is defined as the intelligence
demonstrated by machines as
opposed to natural intelligence
demonstrated by humans. AI is
also referred to as machine
learning, signifying the
machines’ intelligence is also
through continuous
development and innovation
www.ocoglobal.com
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‘Adaptive’ Artificial Intelligence is amongst the highest growing markets
in Europe
Annual Growth

Turnover

44%

USD$

Between 2018 – 2025

2,093mn

Total in 2018

Europe’s AI Software Turnover 2018 – 2025
30,000

`

26,538

25,000
21,175
20,000
15,941
15,000

11,524
10,000
5,000

7,844
2,093

3,266

5,055

0
2018
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2019*

2020*

2021*

2022*

2023*

2024*

2025*
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Despite falling economies, Artificial Intelligence will experience a solid
growth over the coming few years

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Technavio, 2020
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Prior to the pandemic, the European Commission was already
prioritising investments and initiatives to further grow AI in the region
A Clear Vision for Europe – as AI has become an area of
strategic importance and a key driver of economic
development, The European Commission puts forward a
European approach to Artificial Intelligence. It deals with
technological, ethical, legal and socio-economic aspects to
boost EU's research and industrial capacity and to put AI at the
service of European citizens and economy
Being ahead of technological developments and encouraging
uptake by the public and private sectors – the Commission is
increasing its annual investments in AI by 70% under the
research and innovation programme Horizon 2020. It will reach
EUR 1.5 billion for the period 2018-2020

`

Missions to Achieve The Vision – the Commission will:
▪

Connect and strengthen AI research centres across Europe

▪

Support the development of an "AI-on-demand platform"
that will provide access to relevant AI resources in the EU for
all users

▪

Support the development of AI applications in key sectors

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission, 2019
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Socio-economic, legal and ethical impacts have to be carefully
addressed to ensure that the vision is sustainable and appropriate
Prepare for socio-economic changes brought about by AI:
•
•

•
•
•

Support business-education partnerships to attract and keep
more AI talent in Europe;
Set up dedicated training and retraining schemes for
professionals;
Foresee changes in the labour market and skills mismatch;
Support digital skills and competences in science,
technology,
engineering,
mathematics
(STEM),
entrepreneurship and creativity;
Encourage member states to modernise their education and
training systems

`

Ensure an appropriate ethical and legal framework – in February
2020, the Commission published a White Paper aiming to foster
a European ecosystem of excellence and trust I proposing:
•
•

Measures that will streamline research, foster collaboration
between member states and increase investment into AI
development and deployment;
Policy options for a future EU regulatory framework that
would determine the types of legal requirements that would
apply to relevant actors

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission, 2019
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Raising funds, bringing in foreign investment and growing the market is
the bigger vision for Europe amid fears that the US & China are pulling
ahead in areas such as AI & Blockchain

The European Commission and European Investment Fund are
launching a €2 billion fund to invest in fundamental technologies

There is still not enough` investment coming into
Europe compared to the US and Asia, especially in
AI. It is more even in blockchain but there we don’t
want to lose the good position we have
Helen Kopman
Deputy Head of the Digital Innovation and Blockchain Unit at DG Connect

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Sifted, 2019
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The home of industries in Europe, Germany aims at “AI Made in
Germany”
A Clear Objective for Germany – Germany aims at being an
international leader in the field of artificial intelligence &
robotics. The ultimate goal would be the number one
worldwide.
Political Support of AI – AI will make far-reaching changes to the
way we work and our society. For that reason, the German
federal government is concerned not only with country-wide
financial support for AI, such as planned investments amounting
to 3 billion euros by 2025, but also with turning technological
progress into social progress

`

The Federal Government’s Strategy – since 2018, the federal
government has been accelerating Germany’s ascent to
becoming one of the leading nations in the development and
application of AI technologies with its national AI strategy. Many
experts were involved in carving out the strategy, which defines
the essential framework conditions against the backdrop of the
technology's dynamic development. The AI strategy defines
twelve spheres of action. It is designed to be a learning strategy,
which will be continuously fine-tuned by policy makers, the
scientific community, the business sector as well as civil society.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: KPMG, 2020
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The Netherlands on the other hand, is home for innovation and support
for all AI players to drive the market forward
The Dutch AI Strategy – budget of 45 million euros to :

•

•

•

Capitalising on societal and economic opportunities: policies
encouraging the adoption, use and development of AI in
the private and public sector and promoting the use of AI to
tackle societal challenges
Creating the right conditions: policies supporting education
and skills development in AI; fostering research and
innovation in AI, facilitating the access to qualitative data
and improving the digital infrastructure
Strengthening the foundations: including policy actions
related to ethical issues, such as trust, human rights,
consumer protection, and safety of citizens

`

The Kickstart AI initiative – Five Dutch companies Ahold
Delhaize, ING, KLM, NS and Philips aim to further boost the AI
ecosystem in the Netherlands by accelerating and promoting
the development of AI technology and nurturing AI talent in the
country. This effort will add educational capacity, foster the
development of the AI community in the Netherlands and
reiterate the position of the Netherlands as a competitive and
relevant global AI hub. The initiative provides: AI
superchallenges, Joint appointments & Dutch National course
for AI
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Global News Wire, 2019 – European Commission, 2019
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Belgium have focused on boosting their AI scene through attracting
talent and supporting SMEs
Belgium’s National AI Strategy –
1.

Improve tools and standards to invite workers to identify skills
and skill gaps and find appropriate reskilling programmes

2.

Improve opportunities to engage in lifelong learning and
make lifelong learning a core mission of all schools

3.

Set up a Belgian Innovation Hub

4.

Position Belgium as the European AI Lab by scaling up
research laboratories and setting up sandboxes for testing
purposes

5.

Set up large-scale blue-sky projects to fuel research

6.

Set up financial instruments for SMEs to experiment with AI

7.

Support SMEs when applying for European investment
programmes

8.

Support scale-up growth through a large-scale AI publicprivate matching investment fund

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Europe Commission, 2019
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The future of AI in Europe is shaped by the following trends
Refining Business
Processes

More
Personalisation

AI Growth is
Reliant on Data

More AI-powered
Devices

More Human & AI
Cooperation

Filling in forms, generating
reports and diagrams and
producing documentation
and instructions are all tasks
that can be automated by
machines that watch what
we do and learn to do it for
us in a quicker and more
streamlined manner

AI allows providers to
quickly and accurately
project a 360-degree view
of customers in real-time as
they interact through
online portals and mobile
apps, quickly learning how
their predictions can fit our
wants and needs

As technology and
methods of simulating real
world processes and
mechanisms in the digital
domain have improved
over recent years,
accurate data has
become increasingly
`
available

As the hardware and
expertise needed to deploy
AI become cheaper and
more available, we will start
to see it used in an
increasing number of tools,
gadgets, and devices

More and more of us will
get used to the idea of
working alongside AIpowered tools and bots in
our day-to-day working live

AI Increasingly at
The Edge

AI in Media &
Creative Industries

More AI in
Cybersecurity

More AI
Interaction

Smart AI, Smarter
Than Us?

AI is taking place at the
"edge," close to the point
where data is gathered
and used. AI-powered
insights will be a reality
outside of the times and
places where super-fast
fibre optic and mobile
networks are available

Robert De Niro de-aged in
front of our eyes with the
assistance of AI, in Martin
Scorsese’s epic The Irishman,
and the use of AI in creating
brand new visual effects
and trickery is likely to
become increasingly
common

AI and advanced
prediction algorithms, smart
technology will play an
increasingly important role
in protecting us from these
attempted intrusions into
our lives

More of us will interact with
AI, maybe without even
knowing it

AI will recognize us, even if
we don’t recognize it

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Investment Bank, 2019
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Internet of Things
(IoT)

Below is a list of topics covered within this section:

01

02

03

Manufacturing
Operations

Transportation

Smart Grid
Technologies

04

05

06

Smart
Buildings

Consumers
IoT

Smart Home
Automation

`

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the
network of physical objects
that contain embedded
technology to communicate
and sense or interact with their
internal states or the external
environment
www.ocoglobal.com
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The Internet of Things has a valuable revenue in 2019 with more growth
projected over the coming 5 years; the UK, Germany & France are the
market leaders
Annual Growth

Turnover

20%

USD$

Between 2019 – 2025

171bn

Total in 2019

Europe’s IoT Market Share by Country 2014 – 2020
`

2014

2020

269,283
243,642
185,086
157,152

78,678

97,927

71,114

65,570

55,444

32,087

UK

www.ocoglobal.com
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Germany

France

Italy

24,500
Spain

57,922
18,584
Netherlands

53,778

50,199
13,436
Sweden

28,328
26,494
9,353
9,017
Belgium

Poland

Other
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The outbreak of the COVID-19 has caused disruption across verticals
in the IoT sector, however, it has opened the doors in other areas
The transportation segment to show
the highest growth rate during the
forecast period
With the unprecedented decline in air traffic, The
application of IoT is opening new revenue streams by
facilitating real-time tracking of vehicles and providing
monitoring feeds of passengers, which help in checking
passengers’ travel histories to identify if they need to be
quarantined. Also, companies are using drones as
another mode of transportation to ensure essential
supplies and food deliveries.

The healthcare segment to record
higher investment and growth in
2020
IoT has already found its way in the healthcare sector,
with numerous applications, such as telemedicine,
connected imaging, inpatient monitoring, medication
management, connected health, connected worker,
connected ambulance, and more. COVID-19 has led IoT
healthcare solution providers to quickly render solutions
for combatting the rising demand for high-quality services
for protection against the virus.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Technavio, 2020

Software solution segment to hold
the largest market size during the
forecast period

Major Consumer
Challenges

1

Meeting Consumers’

Expectations
`
APAC to record the highest growth
rate during the forecast period

2

Easing Security

Concerns

3

Keeping IoT

Hardware Updated

4

Overcoming
Connectivity Issues
62

Europe’s Commission has a clear direction for IoT’s future within the
region
Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI) – in 2015, the
European Commission launched this alliance to support the
creation of an innovative and industry driven European Internet
of Things ecosystem. The Commission works closely with AIOTI
and all IoT stakeholders and actors towards the establishment of
a competitive European IoT market and the creation of new
business models. Today the Alliance for Internet of Things
Innovation is the largest European IoT Association.
Digital Single Market Strategy – this strategy includes elements
which lead Europe a step further in accelerating developments
on Internet of Things. In particular, the strategy underlines the
need to avoid fragmentation and to foster interoperability
for IoT to reach its potential.

`

Advancing the Internet of Things in Europe Document – to meet
this strategy needs and inform about its upcoming policy, the
Commission published in April 2016 "Advancing the Internet of
Things in Europe“ document. This document is part of the
"Digitising
European
Industry"
initiative
and
specifies
the EU's IoT vision which is based on three pillars: a
thriving IoT ecosystem, a human-centred IoT approach and a
single market for IoT.
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission, 2019
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Germany is amongst the strongest, most promising markets in Europe
within IoT
A Highly Promising Market – Germany IoT market is expected to
witness a significant growth with the CAGR of approximately
21% during the forecast period. Germany’s well-established
infrastructure and consumer base are driving demand for cloud
services in the country. It is estimated that 26% of German
companies do not currently use or plan to use cloud services in
their operations that indicates the huge market potential that
Germany’s private sector offers for cloud adoption and an
expanding need for diverse cloud services
Infrastructure is the Foundation – German IoT market is
segmented on the basis of infrastructure, vertical, and
application. Based on the infrastructure, the market is
segmented into platform, mobile networks and access
technologies, cloud solutions/storage and processing, analytics,
and security. Based on the vertical, the market is segmented
into healthcare, energy, public & services, transportation, retail,
individuals, and others (manufacturing)

`

Competitive Landscape – Some of the major players operating
in the Germany IoT market include Capgemini, Dell EMC,
Auvesy, and others. These players adopt various organic and
inorganic growth strategies such as merger and acquisition and
product launch to strengthen their presence in Germany market
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: OMR Global, 2020
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The Netherlands on the other hand, aim to play a leading role within
the industry
The World-First Nationwide Internet of Things Network
Dutch telecommunications company KPN has switched on its
system which reportedly covers the entire country and will be used
to connect millions of devices. KPN technicians fitted hundreds of
existing mobile transmission towers with LoRa (Long Range)
gateways and antennas, to create a new public network
dedicated to IoT devices. Sections first went online in Rotterdam
and The Hague in November 2015, before work ramped up earlier
`
this year in response to customer interest.
The ‘Smart’ Industry – TNO, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, VNONCW and the Chambers of Commerce and FME have taken the
initiative to make a report on the meaning of Smart Industry for
companies, knowledge institutions, and government in the
Netherlands. The Dutch business community – large and small –
holds all the keys to engage with this promising development and
to join forces with the frontrunners. The Netherlands has a strong
tradition of collaboration in networks and clusters. Add to this world
class ICT infrastructure and 93% internet penetration in households
and it becomes evident that the Netherlands are poised to play a
leading role in Smart Industry.
www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Smart Industry, 2020
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The future of IoT in Europe is shaped by the following trends
Growth in Data &
Devices with More
Human – Device
Interaction

VUI: Voice User
Interface Will be a
Reality

Real Expansion of
Small IoT

More Movement
to The Edge

More Social, Legal
& Ethical Issues

IoT Focus on
Securityy Using
Blockchain

Standardisation
Still a Problem

`
Artificial
Intelligence a Big
Player in IoT
(Again)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Investment Bank, 2019

More Investments
in IoT

The Rise of
Industrial IoT &
Digital Twin
Technology
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Contents
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European ICT Market
Overview

Assessing the Impact
of COVID-19

ICT: Sub-Sector Deep
Dives

Accessing The
European Market

Exploring market size,
opportunity, import trends
and Canada’s position
within Europe.
Understanding the retail
landscape and consumer
preferences.

Understanding the current
state of play, opportunities
created, trends and major
changes to consumers
and the market.

Exploring the detail of
specific sub-sectors in
Europe; their growth, key
statistics and current
trends.

Evaluating packaging,
logistics and regulations of
the European market.
Developing a market entry
strategy to be successful.
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The Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) offers
significant advantages for companies in the ICT industry
CETA offers opportunities to strengthen Canada’s relationship
with the EU in the ICT sector.

Key benefits for the industry include:

Eliminated Tariffs
`
Equal access to EU government
procurement markets

Improved Labour Mobility Provisions &
Eligibility for Product Testing

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: EUCCAN, 2019
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CETA helps in labour mobility with preferential visas and easier
temporary working conditions
Labour mobility
CETA provisions make it easier for short-term business visitors,
intra-company transferees, investors, contract service
suppliers, and independent professionals to conduct business
in many EU Member States.

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Government of Canada, 2019

This may include entry without the requirement of a work
permit for 90 days in any six-month period for any of the
following activities: meetings or consultations, research and
design, marketing research, training seminars, trade fairs and
exhibitions, sales, purchasing, after-sales or after-lease service,
commercial transactions, translation and interpretation
(conditions apply in some Members States).
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Canadian companies can access EU government procurement
contracts providing equal access to EU based companies

Government procurement
Under CETA, Canada gains new access at the sub-central
level (regions and municipalities), to procurement by local
contracting authorities, as well as bodies governed by public
law (e.g. hospitals, schools, academic institutions).

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Government of Canada, 2019

CETA’s government procurement provisions cover a broad
range of ICT services, including data processing, software
implementation, hardware installation, and others.
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Regulatory cooperation and conformity assessment
Canadian exporters in entering the European market

Regulatory
assessment

`

also

cooperation

help

and

conformity

The Protocol on the Mutual Acceptance of the Results of
Conformity Assessment provides a mechanism to facilitate the
acceptance by Canada and the EU of test results and
products certification from the other party. These provisions
could reduce costs and marketing delays for Canadian
producers.
Electronic equipment, radio and telecommunications terminal
equipment, measuring instruments, and certain machinery
that may be relevant to the ICT sector are covered by the
Protocol.

www.ocoglobal.com
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Specific provisions around the origin of goods that the EU and Canada
have agreed on CETA

Rules of origin

To claim preferential duty under CETA a product must be
deemed as originating in the territory of the exporting party.
The maximum percentage of the product’s total value
deriving from sources other than Canada should not exceed
10%.
A product that is considered originating in Canada or the EU
according to the terms of the Agreement can keep its
originating status even if transported via a third country

Proof of origin

`

For imports into the EU under this agreement the proof
of origin must be in the form of an ‘origin declaration’.

This declaration must be provided on an invoice, or any
other commercial document (excluding a Bill of Lading)
and describes the originating product in sufficient detail
to enable its identification and should contain the
Canadian exporter’s business number.
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Electronics products need to meet certain labelling and packaging
requirements

Waste electrical and electronic equipment
(WEEE) directive
The directive applies to a wide range of electrical and electronic
consumer appliances as well as certain professional equipment,
including IT and Telecommunications equipment.

`

RoHS
The WEEE directive aims to divert e-waste from landfills,
the directive on the restriction of the use of certain
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic
equipment (RoHS) aims to reduce the hazardous
content of electrical and electronic equipment. The
RoHs restricts heavy metals, hexavalent chromium and
flame retardants.

Requirements
The WEEE directive requires that waste electrical and electronic
equipment bear a symbol depicting a waste bin with an X indicating that
it should not be placed in the normal waste stream.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Canadian & EU Government
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Logistics infrastructure between Canada and Europe is well developed and is a
tried and tested route

Key Canadian Transport infrastructure includes The Port of
Vancouver, which is Canadas largest port, and North
Americas third largest in terms of tonnage capacity, handling
over 76 Million metric tonnes due to its strategic location.
Meanwhile, the Port of Halifax in Nova Scotia is Atlantic
Canada's largest container report. In Europe, The Port of
Rotterdam in the Netherlands is the regions largest port,
handling almost 469 million tonnes in 2018, Whilst, The Port of
Antwerp in Belgium is the second largest, handling over 200
million tonnes over the same period.
The Port of Hamburg in Germany is Europe's third largest port
and is known for its extensive storage capacity, and is often
used as a hub for re-exporting goods throughout Europe.
In contrast to seaports, Canadian air cargo ports moved only
1.27 Million metric tonnes annually combined.
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Key Canadian freight airports include Pearson International
Airport in Toronto, which alone handles 45% of Canadas air
cargo, in addition to Vancouver International Airport and
Calgary International Airport, all of which provide freight
services to Europe.

`

In Europe, The Charles de Gaulle International Airport in
Paris, France, which is Europe's largest cargo airport,
handles over 3.9M tonnes per annum. Other significant
airports include Frankfurt Airport in Germany and
Amsterdam Airport Schipol in The Netherlands.
The typical transport route involves shipping goods from
either the Port Of Montreal or the Port of Vancouver in
Canada to key European ports, such as The Ports of
Rotterdam, Antwerp or Hamburg. Additionally, since the
CETA has come into effect, the number of Trade Routes
connecting Canada and Europe have expanded, and
now include passages through the Mediterranean basin.

Canadian exporters have a number of options to transport goods from Canada to
Europe

The best transport mode will
depend on a number of
factors including costeffectiveness of
transportation, availability
and frequency of
transportation mode, type
of product, shelf life as well
as the customers demand
and requested timeline for
delivery.
Many exporters have used
multiple transportation
modes to deliver their good
to a market. Multimodal
combines the best features
of all modes and multiple
uses.

Air
Major cargo airports in the EU include
Charles de Gaulle, Schiphol and
Frankfurt. In Canada the Pearson
International Airport in Toronto handles
45% of Canada air cargo. Halifax
Stanfield Airport in Nova Scotia has plans
to increase cargo capacity at the
airport.

` method
It is the costliest transport
available and is not ideal for transporting
in bulk.
Road
This route is highly flexible, low cost,
and is best for bulk and finished goods.
However, there are size and weight
restrictions and can affected by
weather, road conditions and traffic.

Sea
Key Ports in Canada include Vancouver,
Montreal & Price Rupert. The Port of Halifax in
Nova Scotia is the largest container port in the
Atlantic region. Key ports in the EU include
Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp.
Less expensive than air and plays a major role,
with specialized vessels and container ships.
Typically the slowest method of transportation.

Rail
This route has limited flexibility. This is the best
for bulk and finished goods. Rail can carry
larger volumes over greater distances.
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There are a range of general documents that must accompany all products
entering the EU

Commercial
Invoice

Customs
Value
Declaration

Freight
Documents

Freight
insurance

Packing List

Customs Import
Declaration (SAD)

`
Contains the basic
information on the
transaction and is
always required for
customs
clearance.

Must be
presented if the
value of the
imported goods
exceeds
20,000EUR
(30,419 CAD)

Depending on the means of
transport used the following
documents may be required:
 Bill of Lading
 FIATA Bill of Lading
 Road Waybill (CMR)
 Air Waybill (AWB)
 Rail Waybill (CIM)
 ATA Carnet
 TIR Carnet

Insurance invoice is
required for customs
clearance only when
the relevant data do
not appear in the
commercial invoice
indicating the premium
paid to insure the
merchandise.

Provides information
on the imported items
and the packaging
details of each
shipment.

All goods imported into the
EU must be declared to the
customs authorities of the
respective Member State
using the SAD. Declaration
must be drawn up in one of
the official languages of the
EU and must be acceptable
to the customs authorities of
the Member State where
the formalities are carried
out.
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The General Data Protection Regulation is the key piece of
legislation on consumer data in the EU
Implemented in 2018, GDPR is a privacy regulation that affects all
individuals in the EU member states, as well as all companies that
conduct business in the European Union.
GDPR regulates the processing of personal data by individuals,
companies or organisations. Under the GDPR individuals have the
right to know who is collecting their data, for what purpose, how it
will be stored and processed, and how to withdraw consent and
make a complaint.
GDPR applies to the following Canadian Companies

`

✓ Canadian businesses established in the EU whether or not the
processing of personal data takes place within the EU

✓ Where the processing relates to the offering of goods or
services to data subjects in the EU
✓ When the behaviour of an EU resident data subject is
monitored

www.ocoglobal.com
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There are some key requirements for Canadian companies
entering the European market

Key Requirements for Canadian Companies
Canadian businesses subject to GDPR but which are not
established in the EU, must designate a representative in the EU. A
representative is someone who is established in the EU and can
be subject to legal action in an EU-based court.

`

There is no need to designate a representative when the data
processing is occasional, if data processing does not include the
large-scale processing of special categories of data (e.g. health
data, political beliefs or personal data relating to criminal
convictions and offences) and when a public authority processes
the personal data.
All companies conducting business in Europe must also comply
with the consent requirements of the GDPR. Under the GDPR,
consent of the data subject means: 'any freely given, specific,
informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s
wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear
affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of
personal data relating to him or her.'
When a company is processing data based on the right of
consent, the controller must be able to demonstrate that the data
subject has consented to the processing of their personal data.

www.ocoglobal.com
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OCO is a boutique consulting firm that specialises in supporting
private sector companies with their international growth ambitions
▪ Established in 2001, OCO are specialists in international
trade and investment. We provide consulting, lead
generation, research and representation services to
Economic Development Organisations and private firms
around the world.

▪ We have a proven track record of helping companies
access new markets, using our expertise, global
presence and local networks to accelerate exports and
international trade

`

▪ We support companies with market analysis, go-tomarket strategy, customer and partner search, meeting
agendas, representation, location selection and
establishment.
▪ OCO is the delivery partner for Atlantic Chamber on
the European Trade Programme with our teams based
in Brussels, Frankfurt, Paris, London, Dublin and Belfast.

www.ocoglobal.com
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OCO has a truly global presence with 16 offices in key markets
worldwide

`

KEY
OCO Owned Office
OCO Franchised Office

www.ocoglobal.com

Europe Market Development
Program
Programme de dévelopment des
marches européans

First mover opportunity to diversify and expand export
sales in Europe.

Possibilité d’être un précuseur dans la diversification et
l’élargissement des ventes à l’exportation en Europe.

In-market trade development support to enhance
existing programs.
▪ Up to 20 days of in-market consultant resources
▪ Office / meeting space (subject to travel
restrictions)

Dispositifs de soutien au development du commerce sur place pour
completer les programmes existants.
▪ Jusqu’à 20 journées d’accès aux ressources dede
consultants sur place
▪ Locaux pour les bureaux et les reunions (en function des
restrictions frontalières)
`

Eligible applicants:
▪ Export ready exporters
▪ Fully-developed, exportable product or service
▪ Financial plan and operational capacity to
execute market plan
Initial focus – Belgium, Netherlands and Germany

www.ocoglobal.com

Critères d’admissibilité.
• Exportateur prêt pour marché
• Produit ou service entièrement développé et exportable
• Capacité financière et fonctionelle d’executer le plan
commercial

Priorités initiales: Belgique, Pays-Bas et Allemagne
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Program Contacts / Responsables du programme
▪ NB / N.-B. : Kristen Olson – E/courriel : Kristen.olson@oncanada.ca T/tél. : 506 461-4918
▪ NS / N.-É. : Pamela Rudolph – E/courriel : prudolph@nsbi.ca T/tél. : 902 424-6042
▪ PE / î.-P.É. : Bonnie MacDonald – E/courriel : bjmacdonald@gov.pe.ca T/tél. : 902
620-3508
`
▪ NL / T.-N.-L : Khizer Abbasi – E/courriel : khizerabbasi@gov.nl.ca
T/tél. : 709 729-5680
▪ ACOA / APECA : Alan Kinnie – E/courriel : alan.kinnie@Canada.ca T/tél. : 506 3819340
▪ ACC / CCA : Glenn Davis – E/courriel : glenn@atlanticchamber.ca T/tél. : 902 2920121

www.ocoglobal.com
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CHALLENGE.
CREATE.
COLLABORATE.
www.ocoglobal.com

